OFFSHORE PARTNERSHIP MODEL

INFOTECHSOLZ
www.infotechsolz.com

WE CAN
HELP YOU
TO REACH
YOUR
BUSINESS
GOALS

Hiring an in-house team for Software or Website or
Mobile App is pretty burdensome for the economy as
well as for infrastructure. On the other hand, if
organization choose an offshore partnership, it will
reduce the budget as well as managing complexity in a
huge label. An organization can focus on their core
business and the maturity of the market. Infotechsolz
offers different offshore partnership model to the
clients to fit perfect according to their budget &
requirements.
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FIXED PRICE MODEL
What in this model?
The scope of work is clearly defined.
You know your exact deadline.
Budget is fixed from the very first.

How this model works for you
When you have a fixed goal and requirements you can go
with this model. Once we complete the requirement
analysis we will define the objectives. We create detail
documents, milestones, duration, mode of payment etc.
and write up in an agreement. With agreed
commencement, we will kick-off the project.

HIRING MODEL
What in this model?
You can select any packages
Flexibility according to changing requirements
It is a cost-effective solution
You are getting space for your creativity
You can redesign or update your requirements
You can get maintenance solution

How this model works for you
Customers can work directly with the hired team on an
hourly basis. Where we use all modern infrastructure and
communication technologies to connect with the team.
Team leader and project manager will work directly with
the team to take care of the progress or any issues if occur.

DEDICATED TEAM
What in this model?
We will provide remote team management infrastructure to control your team.
We can discuss a fixed salary for the team.
The team can dedicatedly work for your requirements and thoughts
Our dedicated team will provide you with regular reports and the status of
your requirements.

How this model works for you
Customers can work directly with the hired team as salary
basis. Where we use all modern infrastructure and
communication technologies to connect with the team.
Team leader and project manager will work directly with
the team to take care of the progress or any issues if occur.
They will provide regular updates and reports.
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Customers are benifited
and loved using our
partnership model

WHAT
WE DO

"we are pretty clear about it"
We always provide expert resources for our
customers. It not only makes the process
easier but save our valuable time also.

HOPE YOU JOIN US

THANK YOU
WWW.INFOTECHSOLZ.COM

EMAIL: SALES@INFOTECHSOLZ.COM
SKYPE: ITSARITRAGHOSH

